Attention Asbury Park Businesses ... Become Energy-efficient at Minimal Cost

Incentives up to
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for Energy-efficiency Upgrades

Direct Install, offered through New Jersey’s Clean Energy Program™, pays up to 70% of the cost of your project - This is NOT a rebate! Plus, finance the remaining balance up to 30% at 0% APR through the New Jersey Natural Gas On-Bill Repayment Program (OBRP) by The SAVEGREEN Project®.

Sometimes, the biggest challenge to improving energy efficiency is knowing where to start and how to get through the process. Direct Install is a turnkey solution that makes it easy and affordable to upgrade to high-efficiency equipment. The program is designed to cut your facility’s energy costs by replacing lighting, heating, cooling and ventilation (HVAC) and other outdated operational equipment with energy-efficiency alternatives. There are no rebates or excess paperwork and your project can easily pay for itself in one to two years.

**Efficiency Upgrades**

- Lighting
- HVAC
- Refrigeration
- Motors
- Natural Gas
- Variable Frequency Drives

**Program Benefits**

- Complete Turnkey Process
- Minimal Costs to You
- Quick Turnaround
- Save Now and Long Term

Contact Jerry Ryan, operations manager at New Jersey Natural Gas at 732-378-4920 or jryan@njng.com to get your project started.

*Direct Install pays up to 70% of the project costs with a $125,000 entity cap. Qualified NJNG customers may be eligible for financing up to $53,570 through NJNG’s OBRP at 0% APR fixed rate for three years with no fees, points or closing costs (e.g., 36 monthly payments of $27.78 per $1,000 OBRP amount). To qualify for the NJNG 0% APR OBRP, customers must have a good payment history with NJNG and no bankruptcies in the past 10 years. Visit the Repayment Program menu at savegreenproject.com for complete terms and conditions.*